Crown Molding & Trim Tech Support Format
Need help! Please email the information in this format as attachments. Describe which corners you are
having difficulties with and why. Thank you very much, Sincerely yours, Wayne Drake.
Check list (email all of this as attachments to Wayne@CompoundMiter.com)
1. What is your measured crown molding spring angle, p34? Indicate on plan view.
2. Photo of end view of the crown molding you are using (rename your photo, end view of crown.
3. Plan view drawing showing the corner number & corner angles. Do not include wall lengths or
isometric projection views, side views, bottom views, angled views, or any other type of drawing
other than a simple plan view of your room. Do not include any windows, doors, entries, or any
other room details on you plan view if these do not interfere with the crown molding at the ceiling
location.
4. Photos of each corner. Stand in the room approx in the center and take some good clear photos and
rename them for the corners that they represent on your plan view....use digital camera.
5. Does your room have a sloped ceiling? If so indicate which direction and how much. Use a
dashed line (--------) for a ceiling slope break/change. See example below.
6. Does your room have any outside bullnose corners, (Chapter 6)?

First, I need a plan view sketch of the room as shown below.

(This is a typical example.) I do not
need any wall dimensions. Just make the sketch scaled roughly the shape of the room. Label all corners
1 through however many you have….. in this example the corners are labeled 1 through 10. Also
measure each corner angle and include it on the sketch. If you ceiling slopes, then indicate that as
shown. Be sure to include how much the ceiling slopes and in which direction. You can use Microsoft
Word or Excel to make the sketch or you can simply draw it on a sheet of paper, photograph it or scan it
in using a scanner. Email all photos and plan view as attachments to Wayne@Compoundmiter.com
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Second, I need good clear photos (.jpg format only) of each corner and name the photo as “Corner 1”,
“Corner 2”….etc. Do not use your cell phone, iPod, etc. for pictures, use a digital camera (~100K file
size). Please stand in the center of the room and take the photos. I do not need a real close up of the
corner. See the photos below to get an idea of what I need. These can be emailed to me along with any
other questions or information you have. Please include the spring angle of the crown molding that
you are using…..see page 34 for details of how to measure the crown spring angle. It is also a good idea
to include a photo of the end of some of your crown so I know which type you are using.

Corner #1

Corners #2, 3 & 4

Rename your photos to indicate all of the corners
shown in the photo. Attach all information to an
email and send to Wayne@CompoundMiter.com

Corners #3 & 4
Need help or have a question? Call toll free 866-544-2016
or email me direct at Wayne@CompoundMiter.com

